
Aim 

Ambition to Save Carbon 

 Key solution is at the design stage (long term solution)

 Short term solution is to save carbon now through other means

Carbon offsetting initiatives 

 Carbon offsetting works by adopting alternative practices that generate lower carbon

emissions compared to what would have been generated had the alternative not existed

(common/standard practice vs. alternative/innovation)

 Short term solution, helping bridge the short and the long term

Carbon offset solution trial 

What is it? 

 UK-based tool

 UK-based savings generated by Greenstream Flooring CIC (avoids carbon 

colonialism, simpler system and shorter supply chain)

 Carbon savings generated in the tile industry serving as offsets for the tile industry 

How it works? 

 Greenstream Flooring CIC generates carbon savings by offering EoL solutions

 Exhibit C externally quantifies these savings through verified methodologies

 Bloci Carbon sell the carbon offsets at the market carbon price through blockchain

(transparent, traceable and non-duplicable)

 These offsets can be purchased to balance carbon accounts and as short term carbon 
mitigation solutions

How can the Carpet Industry become more environmentally friendly? 

The industry is currently: 

 Highly resource and carbon intensive

 Lacking accessible short and long term solutions

 Lacking end of life (EoL) initiatives



Technical aspects 

Savings are generated by introducing an alternative solution to the standard end-of-

life scenario 

The savings are calculated using bespoke verified models designed by Exhibit C 

o These models include uncertainty multipliers that drive down overall savings, but

represent a more accurate reality

o Data derived from professional and verified lifecycle analysis (LCAs), ensuring

quantitative quality and accuracy

Carbon offsets purchased through Bloci Carbon at the standard market price of £60/tn 

Example Scenario 

o 16000 sqm diverted from landfill by Greenstream Flooring CIC
o Around 60% will become repurposed flooring, generating an estimated 34.5 tonnes 

of CO2 savings (this is an equivalent of 84,000 miles driven by an average gasoline 
car)

o At the current carbon price, this offset can be purchased for £2,070


